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As done by an expert...
As done by an inexpert...
Inexpert’s data

10 = CDCB MMXXIII & Cat. Car. IV 37: is the consecration of Sant Martin de Congost, including an unusually full description of its parish, including a dependent church of St Stephen at Castell de Centelles, which was presumably up till then the chief one in the area, and is we may note in a castle term; Emma gives an *aprisio* made by her uncle Sunifred, though which side of her family he was on is not made clear; what is is that she held personal property even after oblation...; its penalty clause sets fine of a ‘talent’ of gold, very Old Testament but possibly not very useful. Its last line is in strange characters, which may be a mixture of Greek and numeric characters; it is seemingly by the Vic chapter priest Athanagild, seen in Cat. Car. IV 9, 10, 16, 283 & 285 & Vic 8, 10, 11, 16, 22 & 31. The only other charter I know with Greek characters in it is the much later Vic 533 by Altemir, which cannot be related. Plate 4.
The inexpert with an upgrade
A problem charter
(Biblioteca Universitària de Barcelona, Pergamins C/3, ex Sant Pere de Casserres)
A query from Casserres
Too much accuracy?